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Abstract—To manage the smart electric grid of the future, fundamental changes are required in the system operational paradigm. Availability of high-resolution data at faster speed and advanced computational advancements provide opportunities to bring this fundamental change. Monitoring and control algorithms need to be evolved to match the transition of centralized generation to distributed generation. Intermittency of renewable generation and push towards real-time control requires faster control actions, which is possible with decentralized power grid applications. With integration of distributed energy resources ( DERs), the stability assessment application needs to handle a large number of data points in real-time. This requires massive computing resources, and requirements will increase for possible real-time control action. Decentralized applications need to be coordinated and managed with existing centralized applications. This paper addresses the development of a fault-tolerant distributed computing architecture ( DCBlocks) for implementing a decentralized voltage stability monitoring and control application. Results for IEEE 30 bus system have been provided to validate the developed architecture. Distributed computing algorithms are implemented using open-source platform Akka Java and DeterLab test bed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The electric grid is going through a major upgrade and more changes are expected in the future to adopt with high penetration of renewable energy to meet the energy security and sustainability requirements [1] [2]. With replacement of high inertia dispatchable centralized generation by low inertia intermittent renewable generation with limited reactive power, power grid will be more stressed specially for frequency control, dynamic response, and voltage stability.

To manage the electric grid of the future, fundamental changes are required for the system operation. Advancements in sensors technology and computational advancements provide opportunities to bring this fundamental change. Much more sensor data is available today than even just a few years ago from sources such as (Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs), Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs)), and distribution automation. Monitoring and control algorithms need to be evolved and be decentralized to match the transition of centralized generation to distributed generation as well as to handle large amount of data in a small amount of time.

Traditionally, power algorithms have been single-process programs hosted almost exclusively in control centers. We will call these algorithms centralized, one notable exception has been traditional protection schemes and remedial action scheme ( RASs). The more sophisticated distributed edge computations solve equations so the threshold for the control action are dynamically calculated based on present conditions. A generic reason for many of these being decentralized is that, even if they are not quite optimal, local decisions can be made much more quickly, and also avoid a centralized algorithm, which can be a communications bottleneck and a single point of failure or attack.

With increasing number of renewable penetration generally located far from load centers and limited reactive power, voltage stability problem can happen quickly with limit induced bifurcation. Additionally, power electronics control allows operating near the power system margin. Control actions should be taken quickly and probably autonomously. The centralized voltage stability applications are broadly studied by researchers. The Decision Tree (DT) based method is studied in [3], the DT is classified and trained by off-line simulation for all possible cases. The continuation power flow calculates PV curve and a point of collapse by predictor and corrector in [4], [5]. Modal-based method have been used to find Point Of Collapse (POC) point using Jacobian matrix. The Jacobian matrix becomes singular matrix at the POC in [6]. Other centralized voltage stability methods are proposed in [7]–[12]. The centralized voltage stability may not work well in time with large number of variables to solve, high intermittency and for limit-induced bifurcation. Voltage stability problem is inherently local and can be solved locally using available reactive power resources in neighborhood dynamically.

This provides a good fit and requirement to develop distributed computing architecture ( DCBlocks) for voltage stability. Additionally distributed application allows redundancy and fault-tolerant computing, if designed well.

Contribution of this paper is to provide the distributed computing architecture tailored for implementation of a decentralized voltage stability monitoring and control application. This paper develops decentralized voltage stability algorithm using the concepts from existing centralized and local synchrophasor based voltage stability monitoring and control but modifies it to fit the need of distributed implementation. Paper also provides a test case study using IEEE 30 bus system for validation of developed distributed computing architecture for voltage stability using Akka and Deterlab.

II. DECENTRALIZED VOLTAGE STABILITY ALGORITHMS (DVS)

The DVS can be used as a secondary control running in several seconds to complement tertiary voltage stability
optimal control running at control center in several minutes. There are number of different decentralized voltage monitoring and control algorithms proposed by researchers. The decentralized voltage regulator using fuzzy logic with graph partitioning method and bus voltage sensitivity is proposed in [13], [14]. An optimal coordinated voltage controller using a pseudogradient evolutionary programming (PGEP) technique is proposed in [15]. Most of these work address voltage monitoring and not the voltage stability monitoring in decentralized and coordinated manner. The main challenges of DVS are initial group formation and coordinating control action among groups.

Consider a power system network as shown in Figure 1. It consists of a network of substations, which can be grouped together using a technique developed in this paper. Grouping technique is based on the electrical distance, voltage to reactive power sensitivity and reactive power availability. The substations (hereafter referred to as nodes) have the computing devices able to compute voltage stability indices using reduced network model equivalent and synchrophasor measurements from phasor measurement units (PMU) [16], [17]. It is also assumed that these are capable of computing distributed state estimation (DSE) before performing voltage stability assessment. DSE is out of scope of this paper due to limited space and a good set of measurement data has been assumed in this work.

When a voltage stability problem at a particular bus is encountered in a reduced power network, all the substations within that group need to communicate with each other to provide the reactive power needed to improve the voltage stability using control actions discussed in this work.

Once the group is established, these nodes can again coordinate with each other to select one distinguished node having the maximum computational resources to perform voltage stability assessment. Lead computational node can also perform computation for needed control actions to improve the voltage stability.

A. Group Formation Method for DVS

Before selecting the leader of each group, the distributed algorithm needs to perform initial grouping from large power system to multiple group of small power system nodes and computational resources. Following minimum requirements are considered to form group of nodes:

1) At least one generator
2) At least one transmission line
3) At least one load
4) At least one reactive power source
5) All components are relatively close measured by electrical distance and geographical distance

To determine initial group, this method requires entire power system information for computing Admittance matrix as shown in Figure 2.

The tie line impedance among groups is counted as half of the original impedance of the line in order to replace it with generation or load based on power flow direction. The virtual bus is connected to the boundary bus with half of tie line impedance. The virtual bus are considered as generator bus or load bus from the connected boundary substation as shown in Figure 3. The line flow is solved using PMUs data as shown in Figure 3.

The line flow is calculated as following:

\[ S_{ij} = (V_i \times I_i^*) \quad \text{Power leaving from Bus } i \]
\[ S_{ji} = (V_j \times I_j^*) \quad \text{Power reaching to Bus } j \]

where \( V_i, V_j, I_i, \) and \( I_j \) are bus voltage at Bus \( i \) and \( j \) and line current at Bus \( i \) and \( j \) respectively. The tie lines are replaced by following: a) If real part of \( S_{ij} \) has negative value, then the line is replaced as generator, b) If real part of \( S_{ij} \) has positive value, then the line is replaced as load.
B. DVS Monitoring Algorithm

The DVS monitoring algorithm estimates voltage stability index (VSI) for each load bus using Thevenin’s equivalent approach with the active and reactive power limit consideration. To perform Thevenin method, $V_{th}$ and $Z_{th}$ needs to be calculated by limited system information in each group. Once the system is grouped by initial grouping method, the buses are represented as generator bus, boundary bus, and load bus. The network topology can be represented as following:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
Y_{GL} & Y_{GT} & Y_{GG} \\
Y_{TL} & Y_{TT} & Y_{TG} \\
Y_{LL} & Y_{LT} & Y_{LG}
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(1)

$Y_{GL}$ are a set of admittance values between Generator and Load connections as figure 4.

Similarly, $Y_{GT}$, $Y_{TL}$, $Y_{TT}$, $Y_{TG}$, and $Y_{LL}$ are Generator to Tie line, Tie line to Load, Tie line to Tie line, Tie line to Generator, and load to load respectively. Using reformed admittance matrix, Thevenin’s equivalent parameters are calculated as following: [18]

$$
v_{thj} = \sum_{m=1}^{M} H_{LG_{jm}} v_{Gm} + \sum_{n=1, i \neq j}^{N} Z_{LL_{ij}} \left( \frac{-S_{Li}}{v_{Li}} \right)^* 
$$

(2)

$$
Z_{th} = Z_{LL} = (Y_{LL} - Y_{LT} Y_{TT}^{-1} Y_{TL})^{-1}
$$

(3)

where, $N$ is number of generation bus, $M$ is number of load bus, $Z_{th}$ is Thevenin impedance for each load bus, $v_{thj}$ is Thevenin voltage source for $j^{th}$ load bus.

$$
S_{maxj} = \frac{v_{thj}}{Z_{thj}} \times (\frac{v_{thj}}{Z_{thj}})^* 
$$

(4)

Using calculated maximum apparent power, $VSI_P$, $VSI_Q$, and $VSI_S$ are calculated as following:

$$
VSI_S = 1 - \frac{S_{max_{eachload}} - S_{L_{eachload}}}{S_{max_{eachload}}} 
$$

(5)

$$
VSI_P = 1 - \frac{P_{max_{eachload}} - P_{L_{eachload}}}{P_{max_{eachload}}} 
$$

(6)

$$
VSI_Q = 1 - \frac{Q_{max_{eachload}} - Q_{L_{eachload}}}{Q_{max_{eachload}}} 
$$

(7)

$$
VSI = max(VSI_S, VSI_P, VSI_Q) 
$$

(8)

where, $S_{max_{eachload}}$ is maximum power transferred at each load, $S_{L_{eachload}}$ is current load at each load.

Similarly, $P_{max_{eachload}}$ and $Q_{max_{eachload}}$ correspond to the real and reactive component of maximum power transferred at each load. Also, $P_{L_{eachload}}$ and $Q_{L_{eachload}}$ are real and reactive component values of current load at each bus. The maximum VSI is used for Distributed Voltage Stability Control (DVSc) algorithm to control reactive sources based on Priority Index (PI) as discussed in next section.

C. DVS Control Algorithm

Our DVS approach is based on the assumption that the DVSc algorithm can be activated under emergency stage within few seconds. The base VSI is predefined by benchmarking with continuous Power flow (CPF) result. The reactive power is redistributed using the developed algorithm and using priority index (PI) as shown in Figure 5. The the DVSc algorithm considers the electrical distance and network sensitivity as shown in Figure 6.

The procedure of finding PI is shown as following.

1) The Y matrix is used to compute priority index.
2) Top priority is given to reactive power source at the bus that has voltage stability problem (e.g. load bus 3)
3) Next set of priorities is given to reactive power sources based on the ascending ranking of electrical distance to the problem load bus for directly connected lines.
(As shown in Figure 7, highlighted second row of Y matrix.)
4) Next set of priorities is given based on ascending ranking of cumulative electrical distance of reactive power sources from the target bus (e.g. modified second row using the target bus row)
5) Repeat step 3 and 4 until all possible priority index is computed as shown in Figure 7.

Once all the priority indices are computed, reactive power required for compensating the voltage stability problem on target bus is calculated. Part of Jacobian Matrix can be used to calculate reactive power required as following:

$$\frac{\Delta Q}{\Delta V} = \frac{\delta Q}{\delta V} \times (V_{req} - V_{PI_i})$$

(9)

$$Q_{req} = \frac{\delta Q}{\delta V} \times (V_{req} - V_{PI_i}) + Q_{PI_i}$$

(10)

where $Q_{req}$ is required reactive power to fix the voltage stability problem, $V_{req}$ is minimum acceptable voltage, $Q_{PI_i}$ is reactive power at target bus, $V_{PI_i}$ is voltage at target bus, and $\frac{\delta Q}{\delta V}$ is the part of Jacobian Matrix.

The control action should be performed multiple times if the voltage problem is not solved in one step control action. The DVSc uses all reactive power reserve until the problem is solved within a group. If the voltage problem is not solved, DCBlocks will communicate with other group lead for routing more reactive powers.

III. OVERVIEW OF DISTRIBUTED COORDINATION COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHMS (DCBLOCKS)

Robust implementation of Distributed Voltage Stability (DVS) is implemented using distributed computing architecture. The proposed algorithm is called DCBlocks, as it is set of generalized distributed computing blocks, which can be easily plugged in for different decentralized applications [19]. The computing entities periodically coordinate with each other to achieve a common application goal using message passing. Building decentralized applications is non-trivial due to several factors. Some of them are: variable network delay, variable computational delay, messages arriving in different order at each destination, different failure types seen at each coordinating process, perturbations due to cyber security attacks such as Distributed Computing (DC) is a field, which asks the question “how can we best use computational resources and computer networks in order to help distributed applications and services” [20]. The components in the distributed systems can be heterogeneous in terms of computer hardware, operating system, programming language used and still interact with each other using Middleware as needed for implementation of decentralized voltage stability (DVS). The applications running on different systems are not aware of their exact physical location and “discover” each other using some sort of discovery service.

Some of the important distributed coordination algorithms [21], [22] that can be utilized to enable more robust distributed power applications are:

- Agreement [20], [23], [24]
- Leader Election [20]
- Mutual Exclusion [20], [25]
- ABCAST [26]
- Voting
- Interactive Consistency (IC) [27], [28]
- Group Membership
- Group Discovery/formation
- Supply Agreement

The figure 8 shows the DC software stack for distributed power applications with DCBlocks between the application logic and distributed software (DS) framework. The library of DCBlocks is designed to implement (and simplify access to) all the algorithms discussed above as separate implementation blocks.

A. Distributed Software Platform

The underlying distributed software platform handles the actual communication between the processes in the distributed network with supported features like atomicity (all processes receive messages or none do) and message ordering. Some distributed software platforms also provide other features like group management and fault tolerance support. The DCBlocks library uses one such open source software platform called Akka Java [29]. The Akka Java toolkit uses actor model where in each computing entity is an actor and the actors communicate with each other by exchanging messages asynchronously. Akka Java also provides group (called clusters) membership and member life cycle management services. It has a well-defined supervision hierarchy and failure handling strategy for some of the failures like crash failures. The DCBlocks is built using all of these features.

B. Design of DCBlocks

The following sections provide brief description of each implemented block.

1) Group Management Block: It provides methods to create group of processes (formed for specific purpose), add or remove members from the group, monitor the status of the group
members, detect and report member failures. It also provides methods to dynamically reorganize groups with merge (two or more groups are merged into one) and split operations (single group is split into two or more groups).

2) ABCAST Block: This block provides mechanism to multicast messages to all members in its group or to external groups. If a process wants to send a message to all members in the group, it needs to use “publish” method with desired topic to do it. All the processes in the group interested in receiving that message has to subscribe with the same topic. The underlying DS framework handles the actual publish-subscribe communication.

3) Leader Election Block: This block provides methods to elect one process among them as leader for the group. Each participating node need to propose a vote to start the election. The leader election is executed through multiple rounds and finally a leader for the group is elected. DCBlocks is designed to be generic to accept any application defined decision criteria to decide on the leader (for example, select node with least computational work load). A Secondary leader can also be elected which can be a fall back leader in case of failure of primary leader.

4) Consensus or Agreement Block: This block implements two consensus or agreement algorithms.

- Simple Consensus [20], [30] - Here processes agree on same decision (scalar) value from list of proposed values. Each process proposes a local value and proceeds through subsequent rounds trying to collect all the proposed values. After f + 1 rounds where ‘f’ is number of faulty nodes, each process decides on the same value. The algorithm reaches consensus/agreement even in the presence of failures. The decision function can be any function like - computing the minimum, maximum, average etc of proposed values.

- Interactive Consistency Algorithm [20], [30] - Processes agree on a vector of values (one sent by each process). The execution of rounds is similar to simple consensus except that finally all processes agree upon same vector of values.

5) Mutual Exclusion Block: This block provides means to synchronize concurrent access of shared resources among communicating processes. If a process wants to gain access of a shared resource, it sends a REQUEST message and waits for REPLY messages from ALL processes. If a process is holding the shared resource, it does not send REPLY message immediately and puts the REQUEST message in its request queue. After releasing the resource, it sends REPLY message to the process in the front of the queue. Concurrent requests are handled by checking the request having the lowest time stamp.

6) Failure detection and tolerance: DCBlocks can handle failure types like crash, omission, and timing failures. The design employs timeout mechanism to translate crash and omission failures into timing failures using timeout. Application logic can register with group management block to get notified on member failures for example the leader, so that it can switch to secondary leader to perform leader activities.

C. Application Logic using DCBlocks

The distributed power application logic can use any of the DCBlocks as per their needs. The DVS application can use DCBlocks group management block to form groups, and leader election block to elect a leader for the group.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF DECENTRALIZED VOLTAGE STABILITY USING DCBLOCKS

This section describes the implementation of our DVS algorithm using DCBlocks. The power system used to implement DVS application is IEEE 30 bus power system. It is modeled in DETERlab [31] using 30 deter nodes where each deter node represents a substation connected to a power system bus. It is assumed that each substation has computing device running the DVS software. DETERlab is a testbed consisting of hundreds of nodes and can be used for testing experiments in which the nodes may be configured in a variety of ways with any of several existing operating system and with varying network topology. It allows to inject communication network faults, statistical delays, simulate network link failures, introduce security attacks, which makes it a great platform to perform useful and realistic experiments [3], [32].

The implementation steps of DVS using DCBlocks are:

1) On system start up, the DVS application computes the initial grouping as explained in Section II-A.

2) Based on the initial grouping, the nodes join the group using add member method of DCBlocks Group Management Block. The initial grouping is shown in Figure 9.

3) The nodes start a leader election and the nodes having the best possible computational power in the group is elected as the leader with the help of DCBlocks Leader Election.
A secondary leader is also selected as back up leader if the primary leader fails.

4) The node selected as the leader starts the leader activities (i.e., wait for incoming power measurements from all group members, run DVS monitoring and control algorithms as required).

5) Each node starts to send its local power measurement (bus and line information) to its group leader at regular intervals.

6) The boundary bus and line information is obtained from the adjacent group leaders.

7) Once all the power measurements are received from the group members, the leader runs the DVS monitoring algorithm as per Section II-B.

8) If the leader detects that maximum VSI is greater than threshold (e.g., 0.7), it performs the control action using the DVS control algorithm as per Section II-C. It might take several control action attempts to resolve the problem.

9) If the problem cannot be resolved within the group, i.e., reactive power is insufficient then merging of one or more adjacent groups becomes necessary.

10) The lead node requests adjacent group leaders to send an estimate of reactive power reserve in their groups (with the help of DCBlocks group management block). The best candidate group is selected and the lead node sends merge request to that group. This is shown as dotted arrow in Figure 9.

11) The group merges with the adjacent group with the help of merge method of DCBlocks Group Management Block. This is shown in Figure 10.

12) New group leader is appointed for the merged group.

13) Steps 4 to 7 is repeated.

14) After the voltage stability problem is resolved, the group is regrouped (split) into original two groups using split method of DCBlocks Group Management Block.

15) Steps 3 to 14 is repeated continuously.

The communication between the processes is accomplished by DCBlocks and underlying DC software layer. It can tolerate up to \( f = (n - 1)/2 \) faulty processes in a group where 'n' is the total number of processes in the group. If the leader is detected as faulty, then a secondary back up leader can take over to perform leader activities. The simulation results of this application for different test cases are described in the next section.

V. TEST CASES AND SIMULATION RESULTS

To test DVS with DCBlocks, a IEEE 30 Bus power system is used [33]. Although DVS offers a suitable case study for distributed modeling and simulation using physically distributed resources, simulation results here are based on remotely located DETER nodes and locally available computing resources. An extra controllable shunt capacitors and Static VAR compensator (SVC) are installed in load buses (bus 3, 7, 10, 14-22, 24, and 30) for control action. Also, the control action is provided by changing the transformer tap, re-scheduling generator, and load shedding. The IEEE 30 bus system is grouped by DVS grouping method in section II-A as follows:

1) Group 1 = [10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]
2) Group 2 = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]
3) Group 3 = [6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30]

The IEEE 30 bus system has two areas; load area and generation area. By minimum requirements of grouping and maximum limit of group members, load area is formed into group 1 and 3. The generation area is formed as group 2. For test system, the base VSI limit is set as 0.7 based on benchmarking study. DVS application with DCBlocks were simulated in DETERLab testbed. The assumption made here is that each substation has a computational device capable of running this integrated software. The Deter nodes are connected via LAN with a network bandwidth of 500Mbps. With this test setup, a case study of three voltage stability scenarios
were conducted and simulation results were obtained.

A. Normal condition

In this scenario, the VSI values at each bus is well below the threshold and the system is working in normal operating condition. Each substation sends the bus and line information to its group leader every 30 seconds. The leader collects the bus and line data from all the group members, boundary bus and line data from adjacent group leaders and runs the DVS monitoring algorithm. The test results for the three groups for this case is shown in Figure 12.

All VSIs stay within the threshold in this case. The control action is not required.

B. Case I: Voltage Stability problem and resolved within the group

In this scenario, the VSI values for bus number 30 in group 3 becomes 0.757 exceeding the voltage stability limit (0.7) and the leader performs the control action to resolve the problem. In each control action attempt, reactive power resource from the group member is applied to the affected buses as per priority index. The reactive power reserve in group 3 is sufficient to resolve the issue as shown in Figure 13c, the voltage stability problem at bus 30 is resolved after 2 control action attempts. The simulation results for all groups are shown in Figure 13.

C. Case II: Voltage Stability problem and regrouping is needed

In this scenario, the VSI values for bus number 30 in group 3 becomes high (1.044) as shown in Figure 14. The reactive power reserve in group 3 is not sufficient to resolve the issue as shown in Figure 14 and group 3 is merged into group 1. After couple of control action attempts, the problem is resolved and merged group is split into original group 1 and 3 as shown in Figures 14d and 14e.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Given the advancement in control algorithms and push towards higher economics the power system is operating closer
to limit leading to stability problems. To manage the stability problem, the voltage stability monitoring and control needs to be performed in real time. Distributed voltage stability monitoring and control implemented using DCBlocks is one possible solution to manage voltage stability problem as secondary control option in conjunction with slow running centralized voltage stability application. Developed algorithm is scalable and computational time is expected to increases with number of devices and data points.

In future, DCBlocks needs to be extended to support dynamic group discovery using mechanism in adhoc mobile networks and implement newly identified supply agreement algorithm. Decentralized voltage stability will be implemented using physically distributed simulators in future. Additionally, DCBlocks need to be adopted for other possible decentralized power system applications.
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